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RITIDOPLASTY  
  
The surgery of the face, neck and eyelids visually rejuvenate these areas, however we should  
always remind you that "the surgery delays but it doesn't interrupt the evolutionary process of  
the organism."   
  
The facial surgery is a deep intervention, however, the rejuvenation surgery rarely involves  
serious complications. However, as it is a surgical procedure, some unexpected things may  
occasionally happen in the process. Fortunatelly,  this is usually susceptible to subsequent  
revisions, what makes us able to obtain the longed result.  
  
The tobacco acts directly on the blood irrigation of the skin sensibly reducing it. The face 
skin, in its turn, is very fine, thus being subject to suffer with that irrigation deficiency, 
leading this way, to the emergence of typical lesions of the cutaneous suffering such as 
epiteliolisis, or even in the most serious cases skin necrosis (death). Some surgeons defend the 
hypothesis that the patient should stop smoking at least 15 days before the surgery. On the 
other hand, this action may lead to anxiety or irritability, which can be harmful to the surgical 
action (agitation before, during and after the surgery). The ideal thing is to stop smoking 
spontaneously and consciously for the rest of the life.   
  
We use hyperbaric oxygentherapy sessions as a coadjutant in the improvement of this 
sanguine flow. These sessions are a daily under pressure oxygen administration with nasal 
masks in a special camera. They should be done days before the surgical action.  
  
We usually use crepe curatives, which totally cover the head. These curatives are taken off  
around the first 24 hours, however one small curative could be left on the residual scars.   
  
We recommend that the patient put a compress soaked in cold water on the eyes. This 
reduces the intensity of the postoperative edema on the eyes. (Vide text on Blepharoplasty).   
  
The face surgery evolution is usually painless. One or other case can occasionally present  
discreet pain, which will perfectly be appeased with common painkillers. Most of the eyelids  
stitches are removed after 7 days. The remaining ones (face, neck, scalp), between the 7th 
and the 10th day.   
  
You should not forget that, until you reach the result you want, several evolutionary phases 
are  
a characteristic of this surgery type. So, it is common to every patient to have edemas  
(swelling), "stains" from sanguineous infiltration, hypersensitivity in some areas, insensibility 
in others; it is evident that some patients will have these phenomena in a lesser intensity than  
others. Wait and see. Your organism will be in charge of dissipating all these small upset that  
shall appear. In time: A short “emotional depressive” period may happen in the first days, due  
to the transitory aspect. It is ephemeral and generally comes from the "anxiety in reaching the  
final result as soon as possible.” Be patient. Remember that no result of cosmetic face surgery  



should be evaluated before the 6th month of postoperative.   
  
The surgery of the face is very gratifying, however each case is individually analyzed, during 
the 1st appointment. Some patients seek to become “more beautiful” through this surgery. 
This is not the fundamental purpose of the surgery. Its primordial goal is the rejuvenation. In 
the appointment we shall explain all the details described here. As long as we (doctor and 
patient) mutually decide to accomplish the surgery, it is because the result is compensating. 
 
Fonte: http://www.umartinelli.com  
 


